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AMtraet. In recent years the study of alloys and compounds containing rare-earth and
aetinide elements is receiving increasing attention. The Anderson mode1 is most polpulady
used for studying the theory of these systems, As it displays a large numb~.r of anomalous
characters in magnetic and electrical properties, it was felt worthwhile to study the dielectdc
properties of this model. Using the linear response theory of Kubo, the energy and wave
vector-dependent dielectric function ~(q,E) is related to the retarded Oreea's function of
Fourier components of electron density fluctuations ((pq;p_~)). Thus a many-body
calculation of ~(~/,E) requires the calculation of ((pq; #_ q)). The Greens function is calculated
ufing the equation-of-motion method with RPA decoupling. Further, since certain ensemble
averages are required as inputs to the calculation, the relevant single-particle Green's functions

are also evaluated.
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I, Introduction

The frequency and wave vector-dependent dielectric function is one of the important
response functions. The study of dielectric function yields information not only about
the dielectric properties of the system but also the collective modes of excitation in
the many-body system. The poles of the dielectric function give the plasmon frequeney.
The wave vector dependence of the ptasmon frequency gives insights into the
interactions in the system. The dielectric fmxction determines the charge induced in
an otherwise electrically neutral system when an external charge is introduced. If it
is assumed that the response of the system to an external perturbation depends linearly
on the perturbation, the results of linear response theory of Kubo (1957) can be used.
Within Kubo's formalism, the dielectric function of an interacting electron system
can be expressed in terms of a retarded Green's function. Once this is done, the
problem of evaluation of the dielectric function reduces to that of calculating the
Green's function. Standard techniques are now available in many-body theory to
evaluate the Green's functions (Mahan t98l).
In the recent past, attention of theorists and experimentalists was focussed on alloys
and compounds containing rare-earth and actinide group of elements (Newns and
Read 1987). This is because the systems show a rich variety of phenomena and
display anomalous behaviour in many physical properties. They display insulator-tometal transition as in the case of well-known black-to-gold transition of SmS
(Jayaraman 1974). The phenomenon of mixed valence was observed in these systems
(Varma t976). The concept of heavy Fermions was introduced while investigating
these systems (Lee et al 1986). Some of these compounds atso show heavy Fermion
superconductivity which is suspected to be basically different from the conventional
BCS-supercoaductivity. Further, many of these systems show anomalous behaviour
in electrical conductivity (Wohtleben and Wittershagen 1985), magnetic susceptibility
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charge Ptot(r, O. Writing the MaxweU's equations

(12)

div 5 = po~O.t)

(13)

p,o,(r,t)=~o(pi.a+ &,)

divg-in the (c7,E) space,

(14)
1

i~.2(r E) = 7~rpr

(15)

e) + p~~162 F.)~

and using the material equation

5(4, e) = ~oe,(4, g)g(~, E),

(16)

where ~(~: E) is the dielectric function. We get the relation

p~~

e)=

(')
~(~e)

1 p~,(O,E).

(17)

When an external charge is introduced into the system, it interacts with the existing
eleetren charge distributiorl -ep(r-) where p(r3 is the density distribution function.
Expressing the two charge distributions in terms of the Fourier components

P,~(f, 0 -

'L

2rth.Q

dE~_,p~(g,E)exp(igt.~exp[(- i/h)(E + iO+)t]

- ep(i') = -s ~_ & exp (iq. r-)

1181
(t9)

q

where if2 is the volume of the system, the interaction energy between the two charge
distributions

V= - ~ f (dfdF p'~(-~t-)p(r )
4~e~ Oj
te-- F[

(20)

can be written as

V=2~ha

dEexp[(-i/h)(E +iO+)t]~.v(~)p_op~•

(21)

q

where

v(q) = - e/% q".

(22)

In deriving (20) use has been made of the result
=-~

#-#,.

Defining further

F(EI, t)--~--~ d E e x p [ ( - i/h)(E + iO+)t]p,~(~t,E),

v(,~)f

(23)
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which can be interpreted as the c~-component of the scalar perturbation field created
by the excess charge, we can write (21) as
1

V =~p

oF(4, t).

(24)

The response of the system to the introduction of the external charge &~(< t) is
the induced charge P~.a(?.O. The ensemble average of the ,7-component of the induced
charge
~pi,~(0,t)> == - e(<p~) - (P,i)0) = - e(Po)-

(25)

In view of (24) and (25), in the K u b o formula (1 t), A -- P0 and B = p_a. Therefore we
can write

(p~.d(Cl, t)) ~ ~

dEF(q', E ) e x p [ ( - i / h ) ( E + iO+)z]_((p4;p_r
(26)

writing in the energy representation and using the property
We get

<<p~;p_.r >> =- <<p4;0_4 >>~0,#,.
v(q3

,_

<P,~a(q,E) > = .h~-~p,~tq, E) <<p~;P~o>>.

(27)

Comparing this with (17) we get an expression for the energy and momentum-dependent
dielectric function as

1
s(~/,E---'~

+,.,(q),,

=

1

--~,~,p4;p._,-~) >.

(28)

In the next section we propose to calculate the Green's function ((&; p. ~)) which
appears on the right side of (28) for the Anderson model.
3.

Calculation of ((p~; p_~ )~ for the Anderson model

The Hamiltonian for the periodic Anderson model reads as
H .= H~ + Hy + Hzs + H~,

{29}

where IIr represents the conduction electron system and is given by

where d~(d~o) is the creation (annihilation) operator for an electron in the conduction
band with momentum k and spin ~r. The periodic array of localized f-electrons is
described by

i.a
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where Ef is the energy of the f-electron and f~+(f~,,) is the creation (annihilation)
operator for an f-electron with spin cr at the lattice site L The strong on-site correlation
among the f-electrons is assumed to be of the Hubbard type (Hubbard 1963) and is
given by
U

+

+

HeY = -2-~f*" fi. fz-,,L- ~.

(32)

The hybridization interaction between the two electron subsystems, namely, the
conduction and [ocaiized electrons is given by
Hu ~. . Z

.4. + h.c.).
Vu(d,.fj.

03)

However, we will assume this interaction to be on-site and ~j to be independent of
lattice sites so that

H.= V ~9 (d,.h.
+
+ b.c.).

(34)

We now employ a similarity transformation (Riseborough and Mills 1980) to
express the Anderson Hamiltonian in terms of new operators c~.~,~. The similarity
transformation is defined by

j~l,2

and

f~,.= ~ e(~,j)~%,.

(35)

j=1,2

The Hamiltonian in the transformed representation reads as

(t,r

x B*(E 2 - 7~j=)B(Ez,ja)B(Et,j4)aE+q./.,,=~_q.~,_:a[,4, _.a~,.j...

(36)

The operators a~f10%,.) can now be interpreted a s the creation (annihilation)
operator for an electron in the hybridized bandj with momentum k a n d spin or, E ( k , j )
can be interpreted as the energy of the electron in the hybridized b a n d ] and is given by

E(< ~)---89

E/• ((s[-

E~)2 + 4Vl)tf~].

(37)

Expressing pc in the second quantized representation and transforming to a-operators
we get

= ~ A * ( k , j ~ ) A ( F + -q,Jl)
" a Z~..~.~,j~.,,.
+
k-.o,
), ,J~

(38)
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The two-particle Green's function that we wish to calculate is then given by
<<Pc;P-4>> = ~

A*(k, J t ) A ( k + q,Jz)z~li'J'J*(~,~,E),

(39)

where the redttced susceptibility ,~,#'J:1~)'l~,, ~,aE)---z~,l~J~i'(k-) is given by
9 .~m.

>>

(,tO)

with
,.YZ'J2~"= ~_, A*(~,js)A(fi' ~ q,j4)~d,,r

(4~)

We calculate reduced susceptibility using the equation-of-motion method (Zubarev
1960). This is given by
+

cr

~,T'J~J"-I ~,

+ (< [a~.,,,a~+ r .... H]; 0(~2~~)).

(42)

The commutator in the second term on the right sidc of (42) is calculated using (36)
for H to yield
rE - E(k+ q,J2) + E(EJ~)] Z{~'t'J3J~(k-)

U
+~ ~

[B*(k+ q~ ,j2)B*(k~ - 4,j'l)B(k, ,j':)B(fi + q - ql,J'3) x

• <<~'*-*,,J,.o~,- ~ . -

•

o~,.:;.-, ~+ ~ -~,,~;.~; ~ ' 4 ))

<<<+~,,y,,-, ~+*,~,,~+~+4,J;,~

3r

)}

+ B*(fi+ ft~ ,j'~)B*(fi- ft~,j~)B(~,jz)B(fi~,j~) x
X \\ fi_~.j,.~ fi,+:t,,],._~Ogs

_~//

+ B*(~+ gj'~)B*(& - q~,j'z)B((,j'~)B(E,j,) x

(43)
where

(44)

-n,] t , , / z (k)
= <~,t.. :,;,,,. ~ >.

The higher order Green's functions that appear on the right side in (43) are decoupled
in the spirit of RPA according to the following scheme:
O~+

~+

+

+

+ (~.~ .... %,~.... >~;,,~,,o%,:,,~

Then (43) reduces to

EZ~ JJ#'(k ") - y' E, (k- + ~,j'~ j2) Z~;'m" (k ") - E,,(k, jtj'~)'~,J'~,4"(fi)

2~f
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where

Er
.

jtj: ) = E(k, jl ) + Unr ' _,,B*(E, j2)B(F,j ~),
.

.

.

.

.

.

-

(46)
-6s,,~n~

9 (

(47)

+q)]

A;,S~(~')= ~ [ B * (k-+ gl,j'~)B(k,,j~ )n~':~(]~+ q) - B * ( k + ~)B(k,.j~)~'f~(k)]
i.,

(48)
(49)

and n~-o, the average number of f-electrons wi~h spin a is given by
1

(so)

n~,~ ~ Y, B*(k, jt)B(Y,j=)n~"~:(~)= <f:~L~>.

We treat pairs of j-indices as a single index such that (l [)--. 1, (12)--,2, ( 2 t ) - . 3 ,
and (22)--. 4 so that we can consider

r~ ~J'-J~'(~) = r f ( ~ )

(51)

rg, J'-s~),(~7,C~,E) = Dy(k)

152)

and
to be 4 • ~- matrices with
D y (k-) =
- Er

12)

0

+ E~(K, 11)]

Eo(k+ 77,21)

[E - E~(k-+ ~, 22)

+ ~.(~, ~1)3
o

- u.r

0

- E,,(k, 12)

[E-- E.(E+0, il),

E,,(E+~I, 12)

+ Eo(~,22)]

-- E.(k,21)

0

E~(k+ ~,2t)

[E-- E.(~+ c/,22)
-I- E.(E. 22)]
(s3)

Further, we treat

(54)

A'2 J:(~) -- a~(~)
as a column matrix and

p~,J, (k-) = P~(g)
as a row matrix. Then we can rewrite (45) as a matrix equation

=

2u

k",//

P (k)x:o(k

).

(55)

Multiplying the above equation from the left by the inverse matrix D2"x(K) and
summing over a we get

xY(~) = Zo;"~

+ ~e - ~ D $ '"(5 A~(k) Z P~(~')ZP2~(E") 9
k",fl

(56)
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From (56) we see that the expression for )G contains Z - , , the origin of which can be
traced back to the Hubbard correlation. A little algebra eliminates this and the final
expression is given by

-) = r D;

r'7(k') +

~t

+

U.~ . D':'(E)A:(~-)
. . . .
[ Y. Pa(f")O-'"~E"w':~':P'~
U2

, (0I,A0)

L~.",~',/~

~r

~

,---o'v-

-i.~Z~)
}-',p# (~-")D~-:'(k-")F~'~'(~")1
U

:

(571

k",x',fl

where ;(~, the )'-electron susceptibility is given by

Z~(:~, E) = ~ P~(k)D2 x"(k-)A~(k-).

(58)

Using (57) in (39) completes the derivation for ((p~;p._~)). The right side of (57)
however involves, apart from the model parameters, the ensemble averages nff"(k-).
These quantities can be calculated from the knowledge of single-particle Green's
functions. In the next section we sketch briefly the calculation of the required
single-particle Green's function and the ensemble averages.

4. Single-particle Green's functions
In order to calculate n~:(k-) = (~'~
+ ~ kj,), the required Gree~ function is (e~,afr
9 * ~)
which we denote by G~j'.
The equation-of-motion satisfied by G~' is

(59)
Calculating the commutators on the right hand side this reduces to

U
[ E - E(~,j)] GJj' = ~j,j, + -~ ~ B*(k,j) B*(k + gl,j,)B(k, j2)B(k + (1,J3) x
kl,q
jl)~j~
x

~).
((a++4.j._~,~,,:" - :l~ + ~,:....'e~,:,,~,
+

(60)

The higher order Green's function occurring on the right side is reduced by resorting
to the decoupling
~+

.

+

Then all the Green's functions appearing in the equation of motion will be of the
same order and we can write

[ E - E( j ) ]

vn:_o E B*(f, j l

= 6jj,

(621
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A little manipulation then yidds the result

G~J'= ~ (1 - @ . ) [ E -

E,~(k-,j'j"}] 5:j, + E~,(k--,fj)Sy r

,..

where

E,e (~')= 89

-(-k_ E+ (E)] E e _ E2(~)]

,

(63)

E ~.+ Un:_~,( (~c - g ~. -- Un:_,) z + 4V~Z)1/2]

(64)

are the poles of the Green's function. The well-known spectral theorem can now be
used to evaluate the averages {c~,~E:,) and the results are

i

VE2 - E,(E ~) _ E;-

n~l (k) = E ? ~ E ~ -

L i q- ~

n~2(k-) =/~~+ - E~" 1~1 + exp(flE~+ )

,,~ff) = E,(~, 12) [
E + - E2

- E=(~, 22!

(65)

1 + exp (/~E~-) j

(66)

,

,

i + exp(flE+)

1 + exp(flE~-)

n~(ff) = E, fk,21) [,

],

1 + exp (fiE;) _~

]
'

(67)

1
1 + exp(flE~-) A"

(68)

]

1
E~+ - E ? [1 + exp(flE + )

In order to numerically evaluate these quantities, however, one needs to k n o w the
average f-electron number n:o, the average d-electron number n~o ~- (d2 d~) and also
the chemicaI potential p. These three quantities can be obtained by the self-consistent
numerical solution of the following equations.

1
n'~ = N

~ - e;

l +

)

~ + exp(~E,*)

1
1 + exp (fiE 2)

(69t
'

and
N = ~(ns~ + nd~) = constant.

(71}

r

5. Summary and conclusions
The energy and wavevector-dependent dielectric function for the Anderson lattice is
studied within the linear response theory. The dielectric function is related to the
retarded Green's function of the Fourier components of the density fluctuations. The
periodic Anderson Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of hybridized band operators.
The retarded Green's fun~ion is evahmted using the equation-of-motion method.
The higher order Green's functions that appear in the chain of equations are decoupIed
in the random phase approximation. The final expression for the retarded two-particle
Green's function contains thermodynamic averages which can be calculated only from
certain single-particle Green's functions. Therefore these single-particle Green's
functions are also calculated using the equation-of-motion method and within RPA.
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